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EXTENDED ABSTRACT
On the 4th of July, do Americans put more food on a patriotic 

plate? Can subtle exposure to traditional wedding photos make you 
more willing to buy an unrelated consumer product? In short, can 
cultural meanings deeply rooted in memory influence consumption 
when cued?

Culture is a meaning-making framework; the characteristic way 
humans perceive their environment (Triandis, 1972). In this sense, 
culture provides a blueprint or outline for how one is to behave and 
what one can expect of others across a variety of situations. What 
is culturally appropriate seems right, while what is culturally inap-
propriate seems off or wrong (Triandis, 2007). Because all of human 
life occurs within culture, and cultural knowledge is deeply rooted 
in memory, what feels right or wrong ‘goes without saying’. While 
social scientists have long studied culture, the implications of this 
feeling of fluency, the telltale marker that culture is at work, has not 
yet been studied directly. Instead, researchers have either focused on 
describing a particular culture or on comparing and distinguishing be-
tween cultures, particularly contrasting East and West and describing 
the content and consequences of cultural ‘syndromes’ such as individ-
ualism and collectivism (Oyserman, Coon, & Kemmelmeier, 2002). 

Rather than focusing on a specific culture or on specific dif-
ferences between cultures, we introduced the concept of “cultural 
fluency” and focus on the consequences of the feeling of fluency that 
being immersed in a culture provides. Within situations that are cul-
turally appropriate, people from that culture can feel at ease, they 
know what to expect and how the situation will unfold. These feel-
ings of ease can spill over into unrelated judgments, including, as we 
show here, consumer judgments. We build from two major tenants 
of behavioral decision research and social cognition research: first, 
that preferences are constructed in the process of making a choice 
(Novemsky, Dhar, Schwarz, & Simonson, 2007) and second, that 
metacognitive judgment, the feelings that emerge while thinking, are 
a major source of constructed preferences (Schwarz & Clore, 1996). 
These prior studies have focused on feelings of ease or difficulty that 
come to mind in the process of choosing or judging. For example, 
they show that difficult to read print font (Song & Schwarz, 2008b) 
or being required to give many examples both cue feelings of dif-
ficulty that spill over into the judgment task. Building on this prior 
work, in five studies we provide evidence that subtle cultural cues 
influence consumption such that cues congruent with deeply-root-
ed cultural memory “feel right,” create a sense of fluency, and en-
courage more consumption while culturally-incongruent cues “feel 
wrong,” create a sense of disfluency, and discourage consumption.  
However, we also show that this experience of cultural fluency can 
influence cognitive processing style, encouraging more analytic, sys-
tematic processing when experiencing cultural disfluency and more 
gut, intuitive processing when experiencing cultural fluency. 

In studies 1a-1b we conducted field experiments in which pic-
nickers are provided with culturally fluent plates (i.e., patriotic plates 
on the 4th of July), culturally disfluent plates (Halloween plates on 
Labor Day), or control white plates.  We measured the amount of 
food these picnickers put on their plate in ounces and found that peo-
ple unknowingly put more food on their plates when randomly given 
a culturally fluent plate and less food on their plates when provided 
a culturally disfluent plate relative to one another and to the control 
white plate condition.

To replicate this effect across cultures to demonstrate the ro-
bustness of the concept of “cultural fluency,” we replicated the study 
during Chinese New Year with Hong Kong Chinese participants and 
Americans.  Chinese participants provide a red-bordered plate took 
larger serving sizes at a buffet during Chinese New Year compared 
to Hong Kong Chinese provided a black-bordered control plate and 
Americans provided either a red- or black-bordered plate, as the 
cultural script was not accessible for the American participants.  As 
predicted, the effect did not hold for the Hong Kong Chinese par-
ticipants given a red-bordered plate when it was not Chinese New 
Year, as the cultural fluency meaning of the red-border was no longer 
culturally significant.

Moving beyond the domain of holidays, the third study in-
volved participants looking at wedding photos and rating them for 
their quality.  Unbeknownst to participants they were randomly as-
signed to one of two conditions, one depicting traditional wedding 
imagery (culturally fluent) and one depicting nontraditional images 
(e.g., green dress, purple tuxedo; the culturally disfluent condition).  
Participants were then provided with a random consumer product (a 
blanket in study 3a; a shovel in study 3b) and asked about the likeli-
hood of purchasing the product.  Participants in the culturally flu-
ent condition were significantly more likely to purchase the random 
product than participants in the culturally disfluent conditions.

To explore the effects of cultural fluency beyond choice, we de-
signed a fourth study using the same wedding manipulations as in the 
prior studies but with a different dependent variable: the cognitive 
reflection task (CRT).  We predicted that participants in the culturally 
fluent condition would be more likely to make errors on the CRT, and 
that’s precisely what we found in two studies, the latter demonstrat-
ing mediation through the ease with which one could imagine his/her 
own wedding (validating our proposal that cultural fluency affects 
style of processing).

The final study combined the aforementioned manipulations 
and reasoning in a study involving Valentine’s Day that was con-
ducted in Hong Kong and the U.S.  Valentine’s Day was selected 
because it is a holiday celebrated the same day and in the same way 
in both cultures.  Participants completed the CRT on February 14 or 
February 21 in a computer screen with a pink border (culturally flu-
ent) or a black or white border (culturally disfluent).  As predicted, 
participants completing the CRT on February 14 with a pink border 
performed the worst of any group, whereas no differences emerged 
on February 21, a day on which the colors carry no cultural meaning.

In sum, across five studies we show that culture congruence 
influences consumption in a variety of contexts via subtle feelings 
of fluency/disfluency. Theoretical and managerial implications are 
discussed.
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Table 1: Summary of Results
Study 1a: 
4th of July

Amount of food put on 
plate (in ounces)

MFluent=8.93, SDFluent=2.63
MControl=7.14, SDControl=2.34 t(24) = 1.83, p < .05

Study 1b: 
Labor Day

Amount of food put on 
plate (in ounces)

MDisfluent=12.15, SDDisfluent=4.15
MControl=14.75, SDControl=1.69 t(17) = 1.69, p < .05

Study 2: 
Chinese New Year
(Chinese during CNY)

Amount of food taken
(in serving sizes)

MFluent=3.48, SDFluent=1.11
MControl=2.94, SDControl=.87 t(44) = 1.81, p < .05

Study 2: 
Chinese New Year
(Americans during CNY)

Amount of food taken
(in serving sizes)

MFluent=2.39, SDFluent=.79
MControl=2.47, SDControl=.77

t(63) = -.42, p = .68
(no difference expected)

Study 2: 
Chinese New Year
(Chinese 1 month after CNY)

Amount of food taken
(in serving sizes)

MFluent=2.69, SDFluent=.84
MControl=2.80, SDControl=.76

t(48) = -.45, p = .66
(no difference expected)

Study 3a:
Wedding - Blanket

Purchase intentions
(blanket)

MFluent=3.15, SDFluent=1.73
MDisfluent=2.71, SDDisfluent=1.51

t(158) = 2.17, p < .05

Study 3b:
Wedding - Shovel

Purchase intentions
(shovel)

MFluent=3.62, SDFluent=2.09
MDisfluent=2.58, SDDisfluent=1.78

t(130) = 3.07, p < .01

Study 4a:
Wedding - CRT

Percent of average 
correct responses

MFluent=11%, SDFluent=.25
MDisfluent=25%, SDDisfluent=.33

t(67) = -1.92, p < .05

Study 4b:
Wedding - CRT w/ mediation

Percent of average 
correct responses

MFluent=15%, SDFluent=.24
MDisfluent=25%, SDDisfluent=.34

t(99) = -1.73, p < .05

Study 5:
Valentine’s Day - CRT

Percent of average 
correct responses

MFluent=27%, SDFluent=.27
MDisfluent=44%, SDDisfluent=.37

t(77) = -2.11, p < .05

Note: Primary results for all studies are summarized in the table provided; manipulation checks and detailed analyses are omitted  
due to the space limitation of the proposal but are available upon request
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